
Aware of latest IT and audiovisual 
trends 
A huge knowledge base about 
Harmonic’s solutions and our 
other distributed solutions
Hybrid Cloud workows

Installation of transcoding farms
Build transcoding presets and       
workows with plugins
Conguration, optimization and 
restarting 
On-site and remote
TTrainings

Set-up of transcoding farms and 
update 
Transcoding API Support
Meet a wide array of requests 
around quality, speed operations 
and interactions with third-party 
software  and services etc. 

Professional services 

Support & Maintenance

Workow System
WFS™

*as well as QC, transfer-over-IP, 
audio loudness, subtitling solutions etc.

ProMedia® Xpress
Packager HLS, MSS, DASH

ProMedia® Carbon

High-level of Broadcast expertise

Media workow creation 

Our own solution Eolementhe© 
allows the users to run our distributed 
solutions into a single cloud-based 
user-friendly interface.
Share processed les with partners 
made easy! 
CCover several professional formats 
(MXF, ProRes, 4K, AS10, smooth 
streaming etc.)
 

Videomenthe is a Value Added Reseller and an editor specialized in media processing solutions, 

which developed a long-standing partnership with Harmonic over the years, particularly around 

le-based transcoding. 

The Videomenthe’s team gets a multi-year knowledge of Harmonic’s le processing tools including 

ProMedia® Carbon, WFS™ le-based workow system and ProMedia® Xpress. 

ABOUT 
US

WE MAKE PROCESSING OF YOUR MEDIA FILES FLOW EASIER



Some other clients references

contact@videomenthe.fr +33 467 174 156 www.videomenthe.fr

All across EMEA

France 24’s VOD platform is based upon WFS™ 
with both ProMedia® Carbon and ProMedia® 
Xpress. 
The whole farm has been the subject of a RMA 
process to migrate successfully to v2.2 then to 
v2.3.1 with the Videomenthe’s intervention.

Videomenthe studies each BCE’s 
transcoding farm to offer high-range 
services to update WFS™   with no impact 
on the production. 

CUSTOMERS

COMBINE SOLUTIONS TO UNIFY WORKFLOWS

Technical services for broadcasters

Maltese TV Channel Cypriot Production company Italian TV Channel

Videomenthe supports the 
whole GOTV’s transcoding 
farms. For any requests about 
their transcoding farms, 
Videomenthe can intervene 
remotely as well.

Videomenthe offers its 
expertise to congurate and 
update the Triple AAA’s 
transcoding farms.

On-site, Videomenthe’s 
updates WFS™ and provides a 
complete users training  to 
the staff. 

International news TV Channel

Our range of software solutions allows us to share with our clients, 
extensive knowledge about compression, technical standardization and 

quality of media les. 
We are not only software distributor and editor, but we support and 

follow each client throughout his project.


